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Abstract— This work describes safety aspects of the hardware
architecture developed for ALTACRO regarding human robot
interaction - ALTACRO stands for Automated Locomotion
Training using an Actuated Compliant Robotic Orthosis.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE Altacro represents a multiple DoF compliant pow-

ered orthosys capable of holding the patient in stand-

up position and moving his legs accordingly to an imposed

trajectory by the therapist. The ALTACRO system uses

Mechanically Adjustable Compliance and Controllable Equi-

librium Position Actuators (MACCEPA)[1]. The purpose of

this paper is to describe the safety aspects of hardware and

software components used in ALTACRO robotic system in

order to guaranty a safe human robot interaction where the

human is in close and permanent contact with the robot.

II. SAFE SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

A. Safe control

The top architectural hardware layer is represented by a

Windows PC which executes the Graphical User Interface

designed in LabView. Because of non deterministic operating

system the safety on this architectural layer can not be

implemented, however, the operator can set the limit of

parameter values depending on patient motion abilities and

monitor how the therapy session is performed, if necessary,

the therapist can interrupt the processes by activating an

available hardware safety stop. The global control loop is ex-

ecuted on the middle architectural layer which electronically

is a Single Board Real Time Computer with an integrated

Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) responsible for

RT control and RT input output processing. On this level

the safety is implemented by means of Real Time Control

algorithms executed with a cycle time of 1 ms. It focuses on

safe robot configurations and global functional parameters

collecting the data from all network nodes. The lowest

level of hardware and software architecture is represented

by the network of motor controllers developed in the frame

of ALTACRO project. The main functionality of this layer

is to control locally all joints of the robot being able to

acquire al sensor data execute the control loop and provide

necessary power to the actuators. The safety at this level

is implemented by using Velocity Bounded Proxy Based

Sliding Mode Control. It permits a safe recovery motion from
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a deviated trajectory caused for example by a spasm during

therapy. The torque value that is applied to the human body

can be limited to zero and until to the maximum needed for

a normal human gait specific for each joint.

B. Safe communication protocol

The communication protocol used by ALTACRO system

is FlexRay - a robust, scalable, deterministic, and fault-

tolerant digital serial bus system used for automotive RT

communication. FlexRay system is intentionally designed for

safe communication between ECU’s of a car. It transfers the

data organised in frames with a boad rate of 10 Mbps. Slave

to Slave besides Master-Slave communication is possible.

C. Safe sensor network

To achieve a higher degree of safety, integration of re-

dundant sensors was considered. At each joint two posi-

tion sensors are implemented using different technologies,

one incremental optical encoder and one absolute magnetic

encoder. Errors like loosed sensor pulses, broken wires,

sensor communication protocol can be easily detected by

comparing the two sensor data. Integrated force cell and

motor current sensors together with MACCEPA model can

provide redundant information about the joint torque.

III. CONCLUSIONS

In a system where human robot interaction is involved,

especially when actuated exoskeletons are considered the

safety is a critical issue. To obtain a safer system is important

that every integrated component ensures a safety operation

independently. When compliant actuation is used the safety

of HRI becomes more problematic but with properly de-

signed components ALTACRO system architecture fulfils

presented requirements.
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